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Abstract—With the rapid growth in the information technology and the growing amount of the scholarly data, the recommendation techniques are becoming more popular. The main aim of the recommender system is to automatically suggest the users with the items of the potential interest. In the recent years they are being employed in the digital libraries for the researcher to get the required article. But this search tool gives the list of the relevant articles based in the keyword based queries. If any researchers have the same set of keywords then the obtained result would also be same. It is not feasible to describe the searched need depending on the several limited keywords. In the proposed system, a novel recommendation method is being introduced in which it incorporates common author relations between the articles to help generate better recommendations for relevant target researcher. In this system the citation network is being constructed in order to give the relevant output to the researcher. Also the hybrid framework is being considered for the implementation. In order to determine the relevant researchers with author-based search patterns, the ratio of pairwise articles with common author relations and the ratio of the most frequently appeared author.

Index Terms—Citation Network, Random walk with Restart, Author based Search Pattern, Hybrid Framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the explosive growth in the amount of data, it could be observed that tremendous amount of information could be stored and accessible to anyone around the world. Last decade have witnessed the tremendous increase in the digital information with the evolution of the Internet. On the Internet, where the number of choices for the user is very large, there is need to prioritize, filter and efficiently deliver the needed and the relevant information to reduce the problem of the information overload, which has created a problem to many users. This problem is solved by the system know as the recommendation system. Recommendation system solves this problem by searching through large volume of dynamically generated information to provide users with relevant and proper content. These are the systems that deal with the problem of information overload by filtering vital information fragment out of large amount of dynamically generated information according to users preferences, interest or observed behaviour about content. They the ability to predict that whether the user would prefer a content or not based on the users profile .In scientific libraries, recommender system support users by allowing them to move beyond the catalog searches. For example, a researcher in academia needs to find articles of interest to read for generating a research idea or citing an article related to the article he is writing, an author needs to submit his manuscript to a certain journal of which the topic is relevant to the manuscript, an editor needs to assign a manuscript to a reviewer who is an expert in the domain which the manuscript belongs to, or a researcher in a domain needs to collaborate with another researcher in another domain. The result of these activities would involve a large number of articles, reviewers and researchers. As a result, it would become quite difficult for the researchers to track the relevant articles, journals, researchers and reviewers for the required purposes. Referential search is the most important task, which is being daily performed by the thousands of researchers around the world. This task would consists of finding and analyzing many scientific papers in order to find the work that could be helpful to develop a specific research.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

M. Gori and A. Pucci [1] proposed a system a random-walk based scoring algorithm, which can be used to recommend papers according to a small set of user selected relevant article. This particular recommendation system does the work of the article recommendation. It does the work of suggesting the relevant articles to a researcher or an article for the purpose of reading or citation. They built a citation relation graph and employed a random walk algorithm to compute ranking scores for each possible citation. J. Sun, J. Ma, Z. Liu, and Y. Miao[2] proposed a novel approach to recommend scientific articles to researchers by leveraging content and connections. In this approach, they first analyzed the semantic content of the article by keyword similarity calculation and then extract online users’ connections to support article voting and finally employ a two-stage recommendation process to suggest relevant articles. There system had three main contributions. First, the relevance of articles is analyzed from a novel and comprehensive perspective. Semantic content and online connections are deeply mined and aggregated to improve recommendation quality. Secondly, proposed semantic social aggregation approach works in terms of improving the recommendation performance. Thirdly, a recommender system is
developed to assist article recommendation in a social network environment. This system also had some limitations in it. They compute the content similarity between articles to find articles which are similar to the target’s articles of interest, or compute the similarity between the target’s profile and an new article’s content to find matches. Also the factors of time and quality are not being considered. The system does not include of complex data fusion techniques.

E. Medvet, A. Bartoli, and G. Piccinin,[4] propose a venue recommendation system which requires only title and abstract, differently from previous works which require full-text and reference list: hence, the system can be used even in the early stages of the authoring process and greatly simplifies the building and maintenance of the knowledge base necessary for generating meaningful recommendations. They propose a topic matching procedure that can form the basis of a recommendation system for scientific paper submission. The best performing existing proposals require the full-text of the paper to be examined, including the list of references and of authors, while their approach requires only title and abstract. Their analysis suggests that recommendations built upon long established n-gram based text classification methods may be highly effective, while recommendations based on generative and probabilistic topic models may lead to unsatisfactory results. The proposed system is feasible also from a performance point of view, as the learning phase requires a few minutes while a recommendation may be generated in a couple of seconds. This particular system was based on to suggest a topic-relevant conference or journal to publish a new article. H. Liu, Z. Yang, I. Lee, Z. Xu, S. Yu, and F. Xia[3] proposed a novel article recommendation method called Citation-based scientific Article Recommendation (CAR). CAR combines the information of researchers’ historical preferences and citation relations between articles. They have considered the fact that, not all pairwise articles with citation relations are highly relevant although researchers generally find articles of interest by searching citations. Therefore, in the proposed method, weak citation relations are first filtered out through an association mining technique using data on researchers’ historical preferences. Then, these filtered citation relations are incorporated into a graph-based article ranking method for enhancing recommendation quality. J. Tang , G.-J. Qi, L. Zhang, and C. Xu[5] proposed a novel cross-space affinity learning algorithm over different spaces with heterogeneous structures. Unlike most of affinity learning algorithms on the homogeneous space, they constructed a cross-space tensor model to learn the affinity measures on heterogeneous spaces subject to a set of order constraints from the training pool. The basic idea is to first construct cross-space tensors (CSTs) from these heterogeneous spaces to represent the correlation between them, and the cross-space affinity can then be learned by exploiting a set of order constraints on the affinity from a training pool. C. Nascimento, A. H. F. Laender, da A. S. Silva, and M. G. Goncalves[6] propose a novel source independent framework for research paper recommendation. The framework requires as input only a single research paper and generates several potential queries by using terms in that paper, which are then submitted to existing Web information sources that hold research papers. Once a set of candidate papers for recommendation is generated, the framework applies content based recommending algorithms to rank the candidates in order to recommend the ones most related to the input paper. This is done by using only publicly available metadata that is the title and abstract.

III. System Model

With the rapid growth in the information technology and the growing amount of the scholarly data, the recommendation techniques are becoming more popular. The main aim of the recommender system is to automatically suggest the users with the items of the potential interest. It is well known as the tool for effectively solving information overload problem. As a result it has been implemented in multiple domains such as movies, music, e-commerce, e-learning, traffic, news etc. In recent years, web search tools employed by scientific digital libraries like IEEE Xplore, and literature search engines like Google Scholar, can retrieve a list of relevant articles in diverse technological fields using keyword-based queries. However there were certain limitations that were being present in these systems. These systems made the search for the researchers based on the keywords being entered by the researchers. Also the obtained results for the researchers used to be same if the keywords given by them would be same. Along with it was not feasible for the researchers to search the articles if the searcher had no ideas of what they are looking for. Existing systems did the computation based on the content similarity between the articles. That is to find the articles that are similar to the target articles of interest or compute the similarity between the targets profile and the new article content to find the matches. But this work of the extraction of the content is not an easy task as the numbers of words in article are many. The proposed system does the recommendation work based on the citation relation and the author based search pattern. The system consists of six main modules in it. The first module is the Article Preprocessing module. This module consists of set of all the research articles. In this module all the stop words present in each document are being removed. Here document is nothing but the research article. To remove the stop words the porter stemming algorithm is being used. The second module is the Article Feature Extraction module. Each algorithm work on numerical data, so in this module a feature vector of each research article is being created using the tf/idf calculations. All feature vector are store in document. term matrix where row represent unique word and column is document-id. The third module is the Research selection. In this module historical preference of researcher and common author relation that is author which share same interest in research topic or publish same paper are present as the input. In research history there is each researchers domain of interest. The fourth module is the Graph based ranking module. In this module the common author relation is the number of authors presented same article.
who is a registered user in CiteULike website, has read one or more articles he is interested in. Traditional collaborative filtering methods utilize the first kind of link to generate recommendation. The rational underlying these methods is that, two researchers who are interested in the same articles are similar and then the taste of similar researchers are used to predict those of target researchers. Here the graph is being constructed to generate the article ranking list. The graph construction is based on the random walk algorithm. In the domain of recommender systems, random walk-based ranking is a classical technique for recommendation. Based on the technique, many researchers have successfully applied it to various recommendation scenarios. The fifth module is the ranking module. In this module the ranking score of all the articles are being determined in order to help to calculate recommendation which is first problem and also to find target research i.e. researcher who is interested in finding similar citation or articles titles. The sixth module is the Recommendation module. In this module the target researchers are being give the relevant output that is the relevant article based on the article ranking which is being obtained from the graph. In this the relevant articles are being given the top ranks.

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The researcher who find the articles of interest by searching the articles that are being written by the same author on the digital libraries, possibly there are several number of articles that are being written by the same author. As a result of it two features are being used in order to determine the common author relation between any two articles in order to help the target researcher. The first feature is to determine the ratio of the total number of pairwise articles with the common author relations to the total number of all pairwise articles for a researchers. The second feature is to determine the ratio of the occurrence number of the most frequently appeared author in articles to the total number of articles for a researcher.

A. Graph based Article Ranking

In this area of the academics recommendation, there are many entities present such as the journals, articles, conference, researcher, etc. In this system these entities are being considered to build up the appropriate system. The system is being as the set S. Here S=(D, DPM, DP, DF, R, C, G, GP, Q). Here D is the set of n number of documents. DPM is the document term matrix. DP is the set of the preprocessed document. DF is the set of document feature vector. R is the set of researchers. C is the set of citation network. G is the set of graph having v number of vertex and e number of edges. GP is the set of transition probability. Q is the set of user defined query document.

1) Input: Graph G;
2) Random walk Probability, $\alpha$;
3) Target researcher vertex, $v_0$;
4) Maximum step length of iteration, maxStep;
5) Transition probability matrix, T;
6) Output: Ranking scores of all article vertices, ScoreArticle(1 : m); // m article vertices;
7) Define ranking scores of all vertices, ScoreAll(1 : n + m); // n + m vertices;
8) for each $v \in V_R \cup V_A$ do
9) ScoreAll($v$) = 0; // initial ranking scores are 0
10) end for
11) ScoreAll($v_0$) = 1;
12) for step = 0; step < maxStep; step ++ do
13) for each $v \in V_R \cup V_A$ do
14) tmpScore($v$) = 0; // initial values are 0
15) end for
16) for each $v_x \in V_R \cup V_A$ do
17) for each $v_y \in V_R \cup V_A$ do
18) tmpScore($v_y$) = $\alpha \times$ ScoreAll($v_x$) $\times$ ($v_x$; $v_y$) + tmpScore($v_y$);
19) end for
20) if $v_x$ == $v_0$ then
21) tmpScore($v_x$) = tmpScore($v_x$) + 1 - $\alpha$;
22) end if
23) end for
24) ScoreAll = tmpScore;
25) end for
26) ScoreArticle(1 : m) = ScoreAll(n + 1 : n + m); // select ranking scores of article vertices
27) return ScoreArticle(1 : m);

B. Transition Probability Computation

The matrix which is being generated in the above processing is being used to build up the transition matrix. Here each element represent the transition probability between two corresponding vertices. That is from article to article, article to researcher and researcher to researcher. A random walk in the graph is nothing but the transition from a vertex to another.

C. Random Walk with Restart

Random walk provides a good relevance score between two nodes in a weighted graph, in random walk, it considers
a random walk on a graph is to compute the expected time to get from one vertex of the graph to another. But this is suitable for finite graph. In infinite graph the hitting time is infinite. As a result of the restart is being used to eliminate the possibility that a walk will wander too far off "towards infinity". This method is used to compute articles rankings. In the graph building algorithm, a list of article rankings for target researcher are computed, and top-N articles which the researcher have not expressed interest in before, will be put in the recommendation list for a target researcher.

D. Implementation Details

For the proposed recommendation system the implementation details that would be considered are, the language that would used to implement the system would JAVA. It would be developed on the Ubuntu platform. The IDE used would be Eclipse and Latex would be used as the documentation tool. The systems hardware specification would be as the minimum hard disk size would be 180GB and RAM would be 2GB. The minimum processor requirement would be PENTIUM-IV. The input devices would include keyboard, monitor, mouse. The datasets that would be used in the proposed system would be DBPedia and CiteULike. CiteULike is a web service which allows user to share and save citations to academic papers. It works to promote and develop sharing of scientific references amongst researchers.

E. Performance Measures

The recommendation quality of the proposed system could be evaluated from two metrics, namely, Precision and Recall. Precision represents the probability that the selected articles appeared in the recommendation list. Recall represents the probability that the recommended articles appeared in researchers collected list.

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

Target Researcher is being selected using historical preferences of researcher and feature extraction. Following table shows the target researcher search time analysis on different number of article set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Node</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50000</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In graph based article ranking, graph construction is the process which takes Article-Article common author relation and target researcher as input for graph construction. Following table show time analysis for graph construction on various articles size.

VI. CONCLUSION

The proposed system provides a recommendation method which incorporates common author relations between articles to help generate better recommendations for relevant target researchers. In order to determine the relevant researchers with author based search pattern, two features are being introduced that is the ratio of pairwise articles with common author relations and the ratio of the most frequently appeared author. In addition to this an additional social relation is being incorporated such as the citation relationships to design a citation based recommendation method. The relevant targets are determined by analyzing the information on citation relations between articles. Due to the use of the hybrid framework, different recommendation methods which are suitable for different researchers are combined into one so that all researchers can obtain satisfactory recommendations.
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